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I'm 13 years attacked by criminal Zionists / Jews and robbed for 6 years by a mobile phone virus
monitoring my privacy.
On Aug 05 2011/14.00 I tried the first time at the Canton Police Wallisellen an ad to be reimbursed. I
was on the grounds that: …there were no paragraphs..., dismissed.
On 10 August 2011/14.00 was my indication: data theft, recorded only in manuscript. I DID NOT had
to sign a protocol.
At my request, what happens now?
Statement of the Secretary; ... there was a complaint against the Unknown, would end up my display
in the archive.
Why is the atomic espionage files were destroyed?
Why the Federal never started an investigation? (See Letter to the BR 07/16/2011)
Why an ad is rejected by the police?
What has to conceal the Swiss government?
Is the Swiss government corrupt?
SUPPLEMENT:
Today, 17 August 2011 I was awarded by the Swiss Confederation, Federal Roads Office (ASTRA),
dated 10. August 2011, dated (Insert date KAPO Wallisellen see above), an expulsion from my office
space (owned by Astra). Thus will the Swiss Confederation, because of my commitment with respect
to the wiretapping scandal (theft of my mobile phone data, interception of privacy and its
consequences), proceed by court against me.
As a small, simple woman, I am advised ignorant in a nuclear espionage affair. An attempt was made
to isolate me by now and unemployment is still trying to clear the state to take action against me and
take me to the last roof over my head.
Swiss government officials first wanted to cover up abuses and destroy an innocent life and if man
resists, then tries to destroy the Swiss government on the existence of judicial way.
Do I have to put up with it as a simple man and citizen?
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